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To The average person on The 
sTreeT, “innovaTive governmenT” 
is an oxymoron. The privaTe secTor 
innovaTes; governmenT imposes rules  
and regulaTions. The privaTe secTor  
gives us digiTal video recorders and  
ipods; The public secTor creaTes Tax 
forms and moTor vehicle regisTraTion 
queues. obviously This generalizaTion  
is unfair — governmenT can and does 
innovaTe — buT The basis  for such senTi-
menT may noT always be far off The mark; 
even in insTances of successful govern-
menT innovaTions, iT’s usually a case of 
Too few and far beTween. 

the problem is that society faces an unprecedented 

array of big challenges — from countering terrorism to protecting 

the environment to enabling commerce — and innovation in the public sector is 

no longer a luxury. These challenges are immensely complex in nature; solving 

them will require innovative approaches that bridge political, economic and cul-

tural differences.1 The current economic crisis is as urgent and provocative a call 
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as any for government innovation. Governments have had to quickly develop im-

mediate fixes to the crisis but, over the medium and long term, innovation will be 

required for more sustainable solutions. 

Innovation will be the key to doing more with less resources and to smarter 

regulation. With 29 states in the United States expecting budget shortfalls in the 

year 2009,2 governments facing revenue slowdowns and soaring deficits will have 

to find new and more efficient ways to deliver better value for taxpayers’ money. 

Government regulators will need to be much more cognizant of what is going on 

311: when governmenT  
innovaTion succeeds

   imagine buying an expensive item online only to find when it ar-

rives at your home that it’s not working properly. You call customer 

service and get stuck in automated customer service hell — going 

through a series of confusing voice prompts and pressing various 

numbers with the likelihood that when you finally get through to 

a live person, you’re transferred to another department where you 

find yourself talking to a machine once again.

   Contrast this situation with what happens at one innovative organi-

zation. First, there is a single, well-known number to call for any complaint 

or question related to any of its myriad businesses, and every caller reaches a real 

live person within 10 seconds of placing the call. moreover, the customer service 

representatives are so well trained that 85 percent of the time your issue can be ad-

dressed by the person who takes your call. no perilous call transfers; no exile to an 

automated system. 

   moments after you hang up the phone you receive an email acknowledging your 

call, specifying how it will be resolved, and giving you a tracking number. With the 

tracking number, you can go online anytime and see if your issue has been fixed, 

and if not, you can see who is working on your complaint. a few days later you 

get a follow-up letter from the CeO. This is the rolls royce of customer service. 

   But it’s not rolls royce. it’s government behaving  – well. The innovative service 

is called “311,” and it started in Baltimore and soon spread to Chicago, new York 

City, Barcelona, Tokyo and dozens of other cities around the world. in these cit-

ies, whether you want to file a complaint, request a trash pickup, or even inquire 

whether an upcoming parade is going to shut down your street, you dial “311” 
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and within 10 seconds you’ll be getting all the assistance you need. Thanks to a highly 

sophisticated customer relationship management software system, your issue will be 

distributed to the appropriate agency, logged, tracked and monitored. in the end, you’ll 

get a letter from the mayor making sure you were satisfied with the results.

   in new York City, 311 has made it easier for residents to report quality-of-life issues. 

excessive noise inspections are up 94 percent and rodent exterminations have increased 

by more than a third. and since the Building department now uses 311 to streamline its 

permit review process, the wait time for builders to get an appointment with an inspec-

tor has plummeted from more than a month to under a week.3 

   Today, not only does the 311 system put all of a city’s services within easy, round-the-

clock reach of residents, but city officials can use the millions of data points they collect 

each month to make better resource decisions, spotting trends that they otherwise may 

have missed. Case in point: new York City’s chronic sunday morning parking problem. 

Before 311, officials didn’t realize there was a big problem since calls were placed to 

numerous places (police precincts, city agencies, etc). after the 311 system was imple-

mented parking complaints all went into a centralized system. Once they had all the 

data in a single place they could mine it and see they had a chronic problem— namely 

that churchgoers are habitual parking violators, infuriating their fellow new Yorkers who 

reside in the vicinity of the city’s more than 1,000 churches. Parking complaints are now 

geocoded and routed directly to the nearest police precinct’s computer so they can be 

handled more expeditiously.  

   Through the savvy use of 311 systems, cities have been able to tap into the collective 

wisdom of their residents and businesses to better understand their needs and thereby 

allow government officials to catch problems before they reach the crisis stage. in es-

sence, mayors can tap into a hitherto unused asset — the eyes and ears of millions of 

their residents — to better diagnose problems and manage the city’s business. 

in the marketplace so they can react to trends that imperil taxpayers and find ways 

to share information to minimize reaction times. This means that government 

leaders will need to look at mission redundancies not only in regulatory bodies but 

across all agencies.

Efforts to improve performance and meet citizen expectations require innova-

tive approaches, yet the public sector remains mired in fear of failure and wariness 

of funding untested approaches. Political realities drive this risk aversion – failures 

make headlines while successes are spread thinly, over millions of constituents. 
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The fact that many innovations don’t bear fruit within the political election cycle 

doesn’t make things any easier. It is not the most welcoming environment for 

plunging into something new, and a key reason agencies may need to join with 

partners willing to share and minimize the perceived risks. 

Atop all of this, the private sector has raised the bar. Citizens accustomed to 

the service levels of consumer-obsessed corporations have changed bureaucracy-as-

usual from a grin-and-bear-it proposition to an intolerable anachronism. People 

– voters – expect governments to meet their needs in increasingly customer friendly 

ways. That doesn’t mean an IRS audit can or should rival a holiday shopping trip 

to Bloomingdales, but it does highlight the concerns caused by perceived incon-

sistencies in balloting and disaster relief. Government simply has to innovate to 

operate responsibly in an era of efficiency and convenience.

The sTaTe of innovaTion Today: sporadic and piecemeal 

As the 311 example demonstrates, it’s a myth that government does not in-

novate. Welfare reform and the dramatic reduction in crime in the United 

States since the mid-1990s are both a result of public sector innovation. But as 

one of the few systematic studies done on the subject by the United Kingdom’s 

National Audit Office (NAO) shows, public agencies tend to approach innovation 

as a “one-off” change, using the “big bang” approach instead of a series of new ap-

proaches that make up a broader process.4 Out of 126 organizations canvassed, 41 

said that they either didn’t “do innovations” or didn’t have the time to research and 

submit an example of innovation, suggesting that these government agencies do 

not view innovation as an integral part of their business. 

The NAO report found that innovation is generally viewed as the responsibil-

ity of special innovation units, rather than being a core value of the organization. 

Many public agencies equated certain methods of generating ideas, such as formal-

ized brainstorming, as being central to innovation. Few public agencies viewed 

innovation as being about designing a systematic approach to take new ideas and 

turn them into successful results. 

Similarly an analysis of the Innovations in American Government Awards, giv-

en by the Ford Foundation and Harvard’s Ash Institute, shows that only a handful 

of organizations appear on the winners list more than once.5 This suggests that 

even those organizations doing some of the most creative work in government have 

not necessarily created a culture of innovation.

The dearth of government organizations known for having a culture of innova-

tion stands in stark contrast to the private sector where, as Tom Kelly writes in 

The Ten Faces of Innovation, “Plenty of companies in divergent industries have dis-
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tinguished themselves as serial innovators,” including Google, Gillette, and W. L. 

Gore and Associates.6 Government can and does innovate, but there is indeed an 

innovation gap that needs to be addressed.

So why don’t government agencies innovate more consistently? Certainly, 

would-be government innovators must contend with a host of obstacles endemic 

in the public sector, which their private sector counterparts usually don’t face: lack 

of agreed-upon performance measures, judicial and legislative intervention with 

operations, skewed risk-and-reward ratios, and a short-term focus on election and 

budget cycles that can hinder the ability to make longer-term investments, to 

name a few. 

Public sector agencies also often have 

a hard time defending new ideas in the 

face of multiple stakeholders with the 

power to shoot them down. The deci-

sion making process in the public sector 

is infinitely more complex than in the 

private sector; government organiza-

tions must balance multiple and some-

times conflicting objectives with no 

simple metrics to articulate and defend 

new approaches. 

Consider the risks and rewards as-

sociated with innovation. Public sector 

agencies have limited flexibility in pro-

viding financial incentives to those who 

develop valuable innovations. Public 

sector innovations, particularly in back 

office operations, often go unnoticed 

by the public. The popular media gives 

much more attention to reporting on 

the innovations and successes of Fortune 

500 companies compared with coverage 

of public sector agencies. On the flip 

side, if the government attempts something innovative and fails, that agency and 

its manager are likely to find themselves on the front page. Criticism can range 

from personal indictment of a public sector employee to a generalized criticism of 

the public sector as inefficient, corrupt, or incompetent. 

Citizens also want governments to develop effective solutions to complex prob-

public secTor 
agencies also 
ofTen have a 

hard Time  
defending new 

ideas in The 
face of mulTiple 

sTakeholders 
wiTh The power 

To shooT  
Them down.
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lems without increasing the burden on the taxpayers. Yet, the benefits of an innova-

tion that may save millions of dollars in public money are typically distributed over 

a wide number of people and are unlikely to make much of an impact on a given 

individual taxpayer. In most cases, the innovation is likely to get little notice. 

To complicate matters further, with many of the challenges the public sector 

confronts, the cause-and-effect relationship is not clear. For example, though there 

is consensus that welfare reform in 1996 was a resounding success, it is not clear 

whether the child poverty rate declined primarily because of the welfare reform or 

because of a booming economy.7 

But these constraints don’t tell the whole story. The most fundamental problem 

is that few governments take a systemic view of the innovation process. Attention 

to innovation tends to be piecemeal, short-term and narrow — focused almost ex-

clusively on trying to figure out a way to fix the problem, address a crisis, or leave 

a legacy around a specific policy position. This approach has engendered programs 

like productivity banks, employee incentive programs, and innovation program of-

fices. Sometimes these programs even manage to survive a budget cycle or a change 

in political leadership, but absent being part of a larger strategy for innovation and 

sufficiently insulated from the election cycle, they will not bring about sustained 

innovation in the public sector.

Innovation is a discipline, just like strategy, planning and budgeting. Like these 

disciplines, sustained innovation requires a methodical view of the innovation pro-

cess that links the mission to organizational structure, processes, people and reward 

systems. Success requires first drawing on all sources of innovation — employees, 

citizens and other public or private organizations — and then strengthening any 

weak links in the cycle of innovation from idea to implementation.

Figure 1: sources of innovation in government
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Government organization
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Participative and  
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five sTraTegies for innovaTion

Serial innovation requires strategies for tapping into the creative wisdom of 

employees, citizens, and external and internal partners. While innovations in 

government have come from all these sources, most governments – and, to be fair, 

many private sector enterprises – lack a consistent approach to draw upon all of 

them to produce ideas that government can execute to satisfy citizen needs, im-

prove performance, and reduce costs (figure 1).

There are several strategies that can encourage various sources of innovation 

and help governments maximize their ability to generate innovative approaches. 

These range from strategies focused on generating innovation inside the organiza-

tion to externally oriented strategies that seek out and leverage promising ideas 

from elsewhere. 

1. Cultivate

Changing big government organizations is often about engaging employees at 

all levels with diverse sets of skills to generate ideas and see them through to final 

execution. How can public sector agencies alter their internal environment and 

create incentives to enhance idea generation? What tools are available to motivate 

employees to deliver their best? 

The U.S. Transportation Security Agency’s (TSA) Idea Factory is one experi-

ment in idea cultivation. In April 2007, the TSA launched Idea Factory, a secure 

intranet site that allows employees to submit ideas for improving agency opera-

tions and processes. A year later, employees had submitted some 4,500 ideas and 

39,000 comments. Of those ideas, about 20 had been implemented by the TSA as 

of March 2008.

The TSA created the Idea Factory site after an internal survey revealed that TSA 

employees believed their voices were not being heard by the agency’s leadership. 

TSA employees now review ideas posted on the site, and they vote for the sugges-

tions they think are most worthy of management attention. The best ideas receive 

a certificate and a memento from the organization.

The guiding principle for any initiative to generate innovations is to under-

stand that ultimately you will get only as many ideas as you have the ability to 

implement. A purely linear view of the Idea Factory process would suggest that 

because employees submitted so many good ideas, they translated into multiple 

initiatives. However, a systems view would suggest that so many good ideas were 

submitted because these ideas were acknowledged and implemented, creating a 

positive environment for submitting more ideas.
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2. Replicate

Truly novel innovations are rare; it is often more effective to replicate and adapt 

an existing innovation to a new context. “We borrowed and adapted several ideas 

from other states and cities during my tenure as governor,” explains Former Penn-

sylvania Governor Tom Ridge. “It worked well because we could see what worked 

elsewhere and why, and then tailor and deploy those best practices in a way that fit 

our state’s unique needs and circumstances.” 

Success or failure in replicating innovations from elsewhere often comes down 

to how well the idea is tailored to local circumstances. Applying a blueprint from 

elsewhere without considering the local situa-

tion or stage of development can be a recipe for 

disaster. For example, most civil service reform 

initiatives in Africa that have tried to reproduce 

institutions from the developed world have 

failed. Merely copying an innovation rarely de-

livers the right results. It has to be adapted to 

local context. 

The principle behind the strategy of rep-

lication goes beyond copying one successful 

innovation to establishing processes that ac-

tively manage and disseminate innovations. 

Seen this way, adopting the replication strat-

egy forms an essential component of creating a 

learning organization; any investments made 

to create structures for identifying and adapt-

ing innovations are likely to offer big returns, 

as has been the case with the Texas Performance Review, which has saved the state 

billions of dollars over the years by searching far and wide for innovations that can 

be applied to Texas government.

3. Partner

Many of today’s problems are so complex that no single agency can solve them. 

Tasks such as reducing poverty, improving healthcare or fighting terrorism simply 

demand more resources – and more innovative thinking – than one organization 

can bring to bear. The need for both new resources and new thinking drives grow-

ing interest in partnering among government agencies and between government, 

private industry, universities and nonprofits.

when  
new york ciTy  
mayor michael 

bloomberg 
wanTed To 

Transform The 
ciTy’s underper-
forming public 
school sysTem, 

he used parTner-
ships To launch 
innovaTive piloT 
programs and 

sidesTep  
organizaTional 

log jams.
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These relationships let governments test new ideas quickly by importing them 

from innovative partners who also can bring with them much-needed outside capi-

tal. They also help agencies overcome bureaucratic and financial constraints, allow-

ing them to attack long-standing problems with novel methods and cutting-edge 

technologies that have been proven in other jurisdictions.

When New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg wanted to transform the city’s 

underperforming public school system, he used partnerships to launch innovative 

pilot programs and sidestep organizational log jams. One example is the Empow-

erment Schools program, in which schools 

sign performance agreements committing 

them to high levels of student achievement. 

In return for this commitment, schools receive 

greater local autonomy over their operations. 

Bloomberg used funds from private organiza-

tions to test the idea before spending public 

money on a citywide rollout – a strategy that 

proved to be key to its success. In the past, 

school officials might have rejected such a pro-

posal because they deemed it too risky or they 

could not justify the expense. Recognizing the 

need to work outside the normal funding pro-

cess, Bloomberg and Schools Chancellor Joel 

Klein created the Fund for Public Schools, a 

nonprofit that attracts private financing for 

diverse school reforms. The fund allowed 

Bloomberg to assess and eventually imple-

ment innovative programs that otherwise 

might have been torpedoed by political infighting and budgetary limitations. 

In addition, the mayor partners with individuals and businesses interested in 

improving education in New York City. For instance, the city encouraged Joel 

Greenblatt, a successful hedge fund manager, to create a charter school called the 

Harlem Success Academy. The academy’s business model demands strict account-

ability and measurable results, and classes are taught by non-union teachers. 

4.  Network

As opposed to partnerships, which typically involve bilateral relationships, net-

works typically involve many organizations. The idea behind the network strategy 

is to utilize the innovation assets of a diverse base of organizations and individuals 

The cenTral  
inTelligence 
agency (cia) 
funds a non-
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Tion, in-q-Tel,  To 
f ind and deliver 
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soluTions To The 
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to discover, develop and implement ideas in and out of organizational boundaries; 

better capture customer response to services; and create learning organizations. 

More and more governments have been establishing informal global networks to 

tackle complex public sector challenges such as global warming.8

Governments can also adopt the network strategy when trying to develop new 

approaches to tough issues. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), for example, 

funds a nonprofit organization, In-Q-

Tel, to find and deliver technological so-

lutions to the agency for a wide variety 

of needs, including data mining, strong 

encryption, and the ability to comb the 

Web for valuable information. In-Q-Tel 

provides seed capital to small start-up 

companies to develop promising new 

technologies that could generate IT so-

lutions for the CIA. In 2003, it invest-

ed in Keyhole, Inc., the company that 

developed the software now known as 

Google Earth.9 

5. Open Source

As the network strategy found greater 

acceptance in the private sector, the soft-

ware community embraced open source 

innovation. The open source innovation 

model, which encourages many people 

to collaborate voluntarily to create solu-

tions, in some ways stretches the idea of 

networking to its extreme form: anyone 

and everyone is invited to contribute 

ideas and innovations with almost no 

managerial supervision. An open source innovation strategy, when structured well, 

can help governments to promote continuous innovation and engage the broader 

community to serve a public purpose.

As part of an initiative to meet tough new education attainment targets, the 

government of Ontario has employed an open source strategy with its E-Learning 

Ontario initiative. It built an online repository of resources developed by teachers 

that can be customized to local needs to make this cache of information available to 

governmenT  
will noT l ikely 

acquire a  
repuTaTion for 

innovaTion 
nexT monTh or 
even nexT year.  
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teachers and students at no cost. Credit courses, a technical help desk, and profes-

sional development programs for teachers and school board members also are avail-

able free of charge. This repository is especially useful to small, rural and isolated 

schools that face shortages of educational resources and specialized teaching staff.

Governments have long employed the first three of these strategies: cultiva-

tion, replication, and partnering, but they have not always worked as consistently 

or successfully in the public sector as hoped. High failure rates, slow diffusion and 

crisis-driven change plague public sector innovation. Innovation, never easy in the 

corporate world, is even more difficult in government. 

As for the network and open source strategies, the public sector is just begin-

ning to tap these promising new approaches. The external influence for innova-

tions surveyed by the NAO report cited earlier, for example, was limited to cross-

agency work and contractors as a source of innovations. Though there is growing 

adoption of Web 2.0 technology in government, which uses interactive Web-based 

applications such as blogs and wikis to co-create content with the users, many gov-

ernment entities are still unaware of the power of these technologies.

organizing for innovaTion

Many public sector organizations make sporadic efforts to encourage inno-

vation, but few implement the formal changes needed to spark transfor-

mational change. Without altering traditional roles, processes and organizational 

structures, innovation initiatives become mired in bureaucracy and fail to deliver 

fundamental change. Creating a culture of sustained innovation requires creating 

an organizational structure conducive to generating innovations. Four aspects of 

organizational structure are particularly relevant from an innovation perspective; 

leaders of public sector agencies should ask themselves: 

•	 Where are our organizational boundaries? Are contractors, suppliers and non-

profits a part of our extended organization or considered outsiders? Do we 

have mechanisms to let ideas flow in and out of the organization?

•	 Do we have the capabilities to adopt a particular strategy for innovation?

•	 Is the organizational culture in tune with the innovation mechanism?  

(see inset next page on British Columbia)

•	 Is the organizational structure hierarchical and opaque, or does it offer mean-

ing, flexibility and novelty to young entrants?
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Some changes in organizational structures and cultures are necessary to make 

optimal use of innovation strategies. Emerging organizational models, such as 

the networked approach, require a bigger and more fundamental change. In this 

model, public sector organizations may no longer own the services they provide. 

Instead, they are aggregators and managers of services provided by others. This 

new model requires governments to gather ideas from anywhere and tap talent 

markets far and wide. Agencies then use internal skills to adapt these ideas to their 

specific needs. 

The fuTure of public secTor innovaTion

As we have seen in the private sector, for innovation to take root it needs to 

become more than an isolated project or special program. Government agen-

cies will need to take an integrated view across strategies, the innovation cycle – from  

pushing The culTure: briT ish  
columbia’s innovaTion acTion plan

   The Canadian province of British Columbia (BC) launched a major innovation 

initiative after surveys revealed that employees felt the organization lacked a 

culture of innovation. roadblocks to implementing new ideas included the lack 

of permission and means to innovate, and insufficient information for employees 

to propose transformative ideas. To overcome these challenges, the BC Public ser-

vice took a series of steps to instill a culture of innovation throughout the organi-

zation. First, the province defined its core values — including courage, curiosity, 

passion, accountability, service and teamwork — in consultation with employees. 

senior executives were subject to bonuses and salary holdbacks of a minimum 

of 5 percent based on their demonstrated support for innovation and employee 

engagement. annual employee innovation awards also were created, and the BC 

Public service began aggressively seeking external awards to gain recognition and 

thus attract more innovators. 

   Future activities include organizing “innovation sessions” where employee 

focus groups examine what they need to become more innovative. These sug-

gestions are inventoried and turned into a comprehensive list of scalable ideas 

that will be implemented within a year. in addition, corporate values related to in-

novation — such as courage and curiosity — were factored into every employee’s 

performance assessment. 
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idea generation to selection to implementation and then diffusion – and organiza-

tional structure. 

The current financial crisis shows that the demand for innovation is very much 

present and will only continue to grow. But governments can no longer afford to 

be complacent about their ability to innovate, which has become crucial in light 

of the challenges faced at the state and national level. Governments are becoming 

increasingly important in our fragile global economy, and they will need to learn 

from the innovation leaders in the private sector, nonprofits and other governments 

on how to better innovate. The proof will be in the execution — how well, or 

poorly, governments stand up to the challenge of being more innovative.

Proper execution of innovation will require government organizations to move 

from hierarchy to inclusion; from ownership to collaboration; from invention to 

adaptation; and from a culture of acquiescence to a culture of performance. This 

transition may involve rethinking organizational boundaries. It may involve ac-

quiring new capabilities to better manage the innovation process. And it may de-

mand the creation of flatter organizations with a culture focused on performance.

This will be difficult, and government will not likely acquire a reputation for 

innovation next month or even next year.  Someday, however, “innovative govern-

ment” may roll off the tongue naturally.
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